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1.  When mixing into your feed, we recommend adding only 2% to your total feed,
      so you are making a ton of feed, mix in 40#.

2.  When putting RLE topically onto feed you can usually get by with 2-3 tablespoons
     per day as a feeding supplement, per animal.

3.  When feeding FREE CHOICE - Place a bag into a large tub and your animals will eat
     what they need, but no more.  Animals are pretty smart, they smell the minerals 
     they need and what Diatomaceous Earth is and seek it.   

If their weight is under 100#, you can feed them 1/4 teaspoon per day.
Sprinkle RLE in/under their beds and on them to help rid them of �eas & ticks.

Diatomaceous Earth
with Calcium Bentonite
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You can use this product topically for help in �y control and darkling beetles.
When feeding to your birds, use at a rate of 2% per total feed per day, so if
you are feeding 100# per day you would use 2# of RLE in/with the feed.

 

Chickens, Turkeys & Other Birds -

Other Animals -   1 teaspoon, when your animal is under 250#

LAWN & GARDEN - 

RLE can be spread out over the surface area in your lawn & garden to help keep
down the insects.  (Snail, slugs, crickets, FIRE ANTS, �ies, and any other crawling 
insect that has an exoskeleton). 
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You can mix RLE with water (2-3 tablespoons per gallon) and spray it onto 
your plants and vegetables and when it dries it acts like sandpaper to the
insects and keeps your plants and vegetables insect free.

When you sprinkle RLE around a �re ant hill, they take the product down
into the hill to the other ants and generally you will get rid of the ants within
a couple of weeks.

Spread RLE around the base of your garden/plants and this will help keep
the bugs from climbing up your plants and crop.
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Obviously, we can’t answer all your questions on this sheet of paper, so if you
have speci�c questions or concerns please feel free to contact me and I will try
to answer any questions or concerns you might have regarding the use of RLE. 
I would like to emphasize that RLE is a food grade Diatomaceous Earth blend 
and with Montmorillonige (volcanic ash).  This means if you get some moldy/
mildew laden feed, RLE can help dry it up.
 

CONTACT INFORMATION TRC & Associates, Inc. - John M Clark
10620 Southern Highlands Pkwy. • Ste. #110-490

Las Vegas, NV 89141

(877) 562-8147 • (c/p) (702) 286-7753

Email - trc4sales@cox.net


